Citing Electronic Resources in Chemical Engineering (AIChE)

“A key purpose of a reference citation is to aid the reader in finding the source of information.... When in doubt, it is better to err on the side of providing more information rather than less — if it could help the reader locate the reference, include it.” (1)

Basic Guidelines
1. Cite the item as if it were in print.
2. Electronic retrieval information is not required for standard publications.
   a. Web pages must include retrieval information and date — electronic resources can and DO change.
   b. Books and journal articles may include the source of the electronic version — article URL, DOI, or publisher website.
3. This librarian prefers the use of the full journal title in the reference when writing University of Arkansas specific publications like papers, reports, thesis or dissertations.

Examples
Examples based on the AIChE Guideline & Style or CEP Guidelines for Authors. For specific reference formats AIChE suggests use of the MLA Style Manual. The University Libraries provide a copy of this tool at the Research Assistance Desk in Mullins Library.

Full text article from an aggregator

Full text article with an early release date prior to routine publication and a DOI

Online Book
http://www.knovel.com/web/portal/browse/display?_EXT_KNOVEL_DISPLAY_bookid=631&VerticalID=0.

Online Government Document

Reference Style
Within the text, references should be cited in numerical order according to their order of appearance. The numbered reference citation within text should be italicized and enclosed in parentheses. For example: (1).

Literature Cited
http://www.aiche.org/uploadedFiles/CEP/Authors/CEP%20Reference%20Style.pdf.

RefWorks Citation Manager
Download the Write-n-Cite plugin
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